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W ITH ITS TIDY BED OF P l l M l O S E S  and clipped lawn, the 1950s 
bungalow at 3818 SE WoodstockBlvd seems no mom remark- 

able than any other home in this shady wrner of Eas. 
Until you walk through the h n t  door. 
The customary couch and television sat in the living room have 

been supplanted by an immense wooden desk lit by a glowing 
worldglobe and three flickering fiat-panel computer displays. Each 
of the three bedrooms is similarly furnished: more desks, more 
sophisticated computer equipment, an assortment of technology 
that suggests a CIA safehouse. 

Theonly outward indicationofthe purpose of this place sits atop 
a long conference table in the wood-paneled basement: a lone white 
teddy b w  embroidered withEnron Corp's now famous slanted "F' 
logo. At the head of the table, contmlhg two 1-e Bat-panel TVs 

documents, many from the government's own Web sites, into a 
searchable database maintained on servers humming at the busy 
bungalow. The ready access to the mountain of evidence has even 
pmptedFederalEnergpRegulatory Commission staffers to call at 
5 3 0  a.m. from Washington, D.C., asking for help in tracking down 
speoific bits of digital data. 

Among McCullough's most s t d i  finds are the audio tapes 
he uneanhed on October 1,2004, with the help of Thomas Larvin, 
co-owner of Creative Switching Designs Inc, a Houston firm 
McCullough had contmcted to help analyze conversations between 
West Desk traders on eight tapes provided by federal prosecutors 
in San Francisco. McCullough and traced the source of the 
tapes to a room at Bnron's Houston Center, where they discovered 
dozens of recording machines loaded with audio cassettes that 

I hanging on the opposite wall, an imposing white-bearded econo- Enron had never surrendered to the government. The tapes were 
mist  taps away at a wireless keyboard, queuing documents onto used to monitor tradtrades at the company's Portland trading deskas a 
the scree118. mutine aid in resolving pitentid disputes over transactions. 

Meet Robert McCullough, president of Mdhllough Reear&, a The gloating, profane and callous traders surprised McCullough 
consult ingb helpingfederal regulato rsandutility companiesget for their lack of circumspection. Who would chat so freely on 
to the bottom of one of the most audacious 6nan- 
cial scandals ever to rock the West Coast eneq 

Five years ago this month, on May 22, 2000, 

I Enron electricity traders working on the third floor 
of the World Trade Center in downtown Portland 

I helped bigger a 14-month-long &cia1 energy cri- 
sis that resulted in almost daily emerpencies and 
service disruptions-including six days of rolling 
blackouts in California-41 across the West Coast. 
By the time the dust settled, the marketmanipuls- 
tion-which ultimately spread to a host of other 
compauiehad cost thersgion trades many as 70,000 
energy-dependent jobs, bilkedthe State of Califor- I nia out of as muchas $45 billion and tarnished the 

I reputation of Portland General Electric. 
McCullough remembers May 22.2000, lilre it 

was yesterday. An audience of 500 had gathered 
in the ballroom of a Montreal hotel to hear Enron 
CEO K e ~ e t h  Lay deliver the keynote address at an 1 1 Manational energy industrycoderence. Midway 
h u g b  Lay's speech. Mdhllough's cell phone began jangling. In 
callaRercall.pualedcli&demandedtoknowwhypowerprices MCCULLOUOHANDHISSTAFFOFSIX 
on the West coast had suddenly shot up by a factor oil0. 

- 

"By the end of the day I had been hired by a coalition of com- 
HAVE AMASSED A VAST TROVE OF 

n a n i e A o r e i a  Pacific. ~oise-cascade. the Citv of Seattle and ENRON-RELATED EVIDENCE. - 
a half-dozen others-to figure out what was going on," recalls 
McCullough, 54, a former PGE executive who specializes in nego- 
tiating bulk-power purchases for public and private utilities. "It 
was a very bizarre outcome." 

As the power crisis played out, Washingtnn's Snohomish County 
Public Utility District also joined the fray, retaining McCdlough 
as an expert witness in a legal battle challenging the exorbitant 
fees Enmn allegedly charged the Tacoma utility at the height of 
the event. 

In helping Snohomish build its defense against Enron. 
McCullough andhis staff of six--which includes two young gradu- 
ates of Reed College, just across SE Woodstock Blvd--amassed a 
vast trove of Won-related evidence. They converted 12 million 

recorded lines as they brokered bogus deals that reaped millions 
in pro5ts for Enmn--even as their actions unleashed havoc on Cali- 
fornia and the Northwest? 

Soon after the discovery. McCullough submitted the tapes to 
FERC as evidence in the dispute between Enmn and the Snohom- 
ish County PUD. He also published transcripts of the conversations 
on the utility's Web site. The tapes, better than any document, illus- 
trate tho shocking behavior of Enron power brokers on the thud 
floor of Portland's World Trade Center. 

"It was a moment of naivete in the market." says McCullough. 
"They liedto everybody. There was no underatanding that any of this 
was real and that they could have blacked out tha West Coast." 
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1889, just l o  years after the 
invention of the light bulb, 
as Willamette Falls Electric 
Go. It transmined electricity 
from a sin& hydroelectric 
plant on the Willamette at 
Oregon City, sending power 
downriver to Portland 14 
miles away. Known as T.W. 
Sullivan, the plant survives 
to this day, churning out 16 
megawatts every hour. Day 
and night, the ntsh of falling 
river water pours through a 
funnel called a forebay and 
into the plant, where wicket 
gates control the flow that 
spins the turbines. The tur- 
bines, in turn. spin magnets 
to create electricity that can 
be transmittat along lines to 
homes and bushesees. 

In the 1930s. as rivers were 
dammed and more and more 
hydroelectric plants went 
online, President Roosevalt 
ordered the conshuction of an 
elaborate electricity distribu- 
tionsystemhdeWest.Bythe 
1%70s, the need for an eBcient 
msthod to supply the growing 
California market prompted 
the Eabrication of two of ths 
world's largest transmission 
lines: one massive conduit 
feeding northern Califor- 
nia through the tiny town of 
Malin, and the other running 
from Oregon through Nevada to Los Angelus. last-minute adjustments of the grid 

Qeciricity, which travels at the 
Once generated, it must be tr 
people consume i t  To keep 
ages or overloads that cuuld 

act requirb  intense p 



ment that brovght intense market pressures to bear upon the West tenure is 14 years. 
Coast's &agile energy trust. In April 2000, by the time Peggy Fowler was promoted to presi- 

Enmn hired Timothy Belden, a slightly built, bald* 33-year dent of PGE, shefound herself at the helm of a century-oldmpany 
old graduate in public policy from the University of California at that was built on geneiating power but that w& now wedded to 
Berkeley, to run its West Desk. Under Belden's direction, Enron Faron, a new kind of enem company, one that emphasized trading 
traders began brokering dealsthat moved e l m n s  and money, lots electricity rather than producing it. 
of money, around the West Coast. Often described by his peers as "There was definitely a clash of cultures." recalls Fowler, 53, a 
brilliant. Belden was quickly pmotedtomanaging director of the 30-year F'GB veteran who joined the company as achemist in 1974. 
-ding operation, overseeing a staff of more than loo. "We used to be able to do things by a handshake when it came to 

power supply. And we would all meet together and 
talk about it. Now they call that antitrust. It is against 
the law. It is all to make it better I suppose, but in the 
interim we all went thmugh a very dScult  time." 

Bur OM WE WW UESM tradingfloor, things just kept get- 
ting better and better. In 1999, Timothy Belden's trad- 
ing unit reported revenues of S O  million; by 2001, that 
figure would soar to $800 million. 

And it seemed so simple. 
On May 22,2000, far from the air-conditioned con- 

h e s  of the West Desk trading mom on SW Salmon St. 
the day dawnad hot in northern California. The state's 
Independent System Operator [ISO], the office that 
coordinates power transmission over California's grid, 
saw its electridty reserves fall dangerously low. 

The ISO cor)stantly matches demand and supply on 
the lines. When the margin of exba ele&city available 
falls below a 5 percent cushion, engineers declare an 
emergency to prevent grid failure and blackouts. That 
day the IS0 declared a Stage 2 emergency at 11:40 a.m., 
ordering utilities to limit service to several hundmd 
of their largest customers. Factory workers were sent 
home, and plants closed for the day to save pQwer. 

Then an odd thing happened. The IS0 discoverad a 
u It had lost track of nearly 1,500 megawatts of avail- 
, enough to power 750,000 homes. IX so it thought. 

2 incident resulted fmm the combination of 
d Enron traders at West Desk taking advan- 

a day or as little & an hour ahead of demand. 
Belden's fortunesreally smtedto risein June 1999 when JohnM. 

'THERE WAS DEFINITELY A CLASH OF 
Forney arrived inportland afterasix-yearstint at Enron's  ousto on CULTURES. WE USED TO DO THINGS 
headquarters.Fomeytookoverwhat'sknownasreal-timetrading, By A HANDSHAKE. ,.. NOW THEY CALL 
selling power at a profit to cover sudden shortages on the grid. 

Real-time trading is a pressure cooker of a job, akin to umtmhg THAT ANTITRUST.' 
hub air eaffc or &ding in Chicago's open commodities pits. Th; 
real-time traders sometimesworked IO-to-l2-hour days on rotating 
shifts around the clock to keep the deals and the energy flowing. 
They were at the bottom of the pe&g order in the office. Before 
Fomey arrived, the real-time desk had a leputation for paltry rev- 
enues and an inexperienced st& 

One former West Desk employee, who negotiated longer-term 

tage of the system in games dubbed Fat Boy and Ricochet, names 
coined by traders to describe what proved later to be improper 
power scheduling. 

Robert McCullough has spent years recomlmcthg the events of 
these and other quirky-sounding deals, with names like Death Star. 
Ping-Pong and Get Shorty. 

energy contracts and asked not to be identified for this article, ( What frightens Wulloughand other inwiigators is the fact that 
described the short-term tradera as o~erat im "in a black box. We West Desk traders were able to ~ u l l  off so manv eames at once. ," 
were not invited to their trading meek@ or&thing11. "They were doing maybe 20 differentschemes at the same time," 

As a group, the inexperienced yet brash young Emon power he says. "You end up with a whole set of potentially concatenating 
brokers of West Desk stood in sharp contrast to PGE's traditional failures." 
workforce: 42 percent of employees are over 50, and the average In other words, by 6lingfalse schedules. West Desktraders risked 
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bringing down the entire system. 
Say a natural disaster, such as an earthquake, had disabled one 

of the primary transmission lines linking Oregon to southern Cali- 
fornia through Nevada, as happened during the Los Angeles eartk- 
quake of 1994. To compensate for the downed line, McCullough 
says, the California IS0 would have shunted power through an 
alternate undamaged main line; if that line bad been operating near 
capacity and false trading schedules indicated otherwise, the IS0 
inadvertently could have overloaded the line, causing the entire 
network to fail. 

"It would mean that the West Coast goes dark," says McCullough. 
"The good news is we never really had a serious crisis ... so we 

says. West Desk traders submitted false schedules that underesti- 
mated power supply and exaggerated customer demand, causing 
California's IS0 to believe an energy shortage was imminent. As the 
hour approached when that phantom demand had to be satisfied, 
West Desk traders stepped to the rescue, supplying the withheld 
generation to the system at the last moment but commanding a 
higher price than if they had scheduled it normally. 

" ~ h ~ b o t t o m  line: the ISO's software was hopelessly compromised 
bv false schedules beine filed across the svstem." McCullou~h savs. - .  

He describes what Enron had done--gaining intelligence on the 
weaknesses in the IS0 system--as the equivalent of the meddling 
of computer hackers. 

never got so close that any of these shenanigans brought the system 
to its knees." 

Still, the scheming did cause very real damage. 
Traders used a Ricochet, also known as megawatt laundering, 

to schedule the export of power from California hours ahead of 
its actual use. A second out-of-state company took control of it on 
paper for a fee, so that West Desk could resell the same California- 
produced electricity back into California's market just as it was 
needed in real time. California regulators could not see the big 
regional picture. so they could not follow the paper bail, according 
to McCullough's reconstruction. 

By shipping power out of state, West Desk traders could circum- 
vent price caps of $250 per megawatt-hour. The paper trail made it 
appear they were buying power outside California and shipping it 
into the state when it was actually California energy. It also hid the 
supply Ecom authorities, making California appear short of power. 

That watershed day in May. Belden's traders made nearly 
$223.000 in three hours laundering megawatts through southern 
Oregon on a Ricochet. 

Using a Fat Boy created one of the bigger regional problems, 
because it could increase prices throughout the West, McCullough 

"They were gentlemanly hacks. They didn't get inside anyone's 
computers, but they were computer hacks." McCullough says. 

John Forney created another ruse known as Forney's Perpet- 
ual Loop or Death Star, in which traders falsified schedules that 
exaggerated the amount of electricity flowing though the system. 

THEY GAMBLED THAT THERE WOULD 
BE NO EMERGENCY. THEN THE HOUSE 
OFCARDSTOPPLED. 

What the IS0 saw as congested transmission lines, clogged with 
too much electricity, was really paper activity like a snake eating 
its tail. The West Desk traders were paid a premium to relieve 
the phantom congestion by holding back power that was never 
really there. 

Yet another notorious game was dubbed Get Shorty. 
Get Shorty promised one day ahead of time to provide California 

with a reserve supply of electricity should demand be larger than 
predicted, or in case of an emergency. But as the hour approached 

I Enmn p m k  
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and there was no emergency, the West Desk traders would cover 
their positionby buying other unused electricity supplies at much 
cheaper prices. They gambled that there would be no emergency. 
The system worked as long as the power grid wasn't stressed. 

Then the house of cards toppled. 
On June 14, 2000, normally foggy San Francisco ran a record 

temperature of 103, spiking power use throughout the area as air 
conditioners ratcheted up demand. The grid seemed to wobble, 
with high demand and short supplies in the area prompting the 
local utility to black out power to nearly 100,000 residential and 
small business customers for the first time in its history, accord- 
ing to then-president of the California Public Utilities Commission 
Loretta Lynch. 

Ln a special report to the governor, Lynch described her suspi- 
cions that the June 14 problem stemmed from improper gaming in 
the system a day earlier and from import limitations from the Noah- 
west. And she knew this was expensive and dangerous. During five 

days in that hot mid-June oi 
2000, California paid $1 hil- 
lion to a host of companies to 
find scarce power. The cost of 
those five days amounted to 
one-eighth of the entire amount the state spent in 1999 for power. 

The enthusiasm for aggressive, even potentially illegal, trading 
deals was fed by Enron's tough job evaluation, known as "rank 
and yank." Managers ranked employees, such as Portland's West 
Desk traders, and those at the top received large bonuses-while 
anyone at the bottom would be fired without remorse, according 
to McCullough. 

To he sure, gaming by West Desk traders was not solely respon- 
sible for the crisis. The system was stressed by low rainfall in the 
Noahwest that reduced hydroelectric supplies, and new California 
marketing rules allowed plenty of room for anyone to manipulate 
trades. Also, Enron was not alone in trying to cut hack supplv, as the 

nmn reports So38 md:on thsrd-qua* m d8rdosei5e Unable loget lmanow t i ~ e  jepanrnel 
KS. and aisdoses $1 2 billion reductjc 'changr Comm yay 815 rnwntasn of dd f t r rn~ crlrnenat 
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state's frantic search for power continued pushing prices higher. sons. Although the amount of lost energy was small, it would force 
low Emon to reap the rewards. 
, a Stage 3 power warning hvng over California. 
satiou McCullough recovered at Enrou's Houston 

curtailment in the state. They included Duke, Dynegy, Mirant, Reli- "OK," says Rich. 
ant and AESiWilliams, according to the report. "And come up with areason to go down," Williams says. 

"Anythmg you want to do over there? Any.. . 
cleaning, anything like that7" Williams asks. 

"Yeah, yeah," Rich responds. "There's some 
stuff that we could be doin' tonight." 

Williams adds, "It's supposed to be, ah, you 
know, kinda one of those things." 

Rich understands. "OK, so we're just comid 
down for some maintenance, like a forced- 
outage-type thing?" he says. 

"Right," says Williams. 
While Williams and the Las Vegas operator 

appeared to concoct the false repairs to shut 
down the plant, the tight power supplies in 
California prompted Stage 3 rolling blackouts 
for as many as 2 million customers on two of 
the next four days. 

The crisis stretched through spring and early 
summer. Then onJuly 3,2001, the power emer- 
gencies stopped as suddenly as they had begun. 
But the calls for investigations mounted, includ- 
ing a California state senate investigation in 

Federal prosecutors in San Francisco, the FBI, 
and state investigators in  Oregon, Washington 
and California then began to probe for criminal 
misconduct in the market. 

As the investigators tried to understand 
the arcane wholesale electricity trading 

system to hike profits. lion for canceling the pact. Snohomish demanded Enron's internal 
defense. That unleashed McCullough and his 

Snohomish and others are also locked in a battle at FERC to force 
ceeds of the allegedly improper trading. FERC 

to be bogus. will bear that dispute this summer. The transcripts of McCullough's 
tapes in FERC's possession certainly don't help Enron's case. 

callousness to ordinary consumers who are 
eir manipulation," says Christensen. "It is 



POWER P U Y  
continuedfrom page 82 

completely upsib-down to the w d d  of 
utilities I came from. 

"It is no longer a question of if [Enron 
should disgorge], but a question of how 
much." 

Just what is on the tapes? 
"The magical word of the day is 'bum, 

baby, b w " '  says one unidentified West 
Desk trader to another on August 5.2000. 

"What's happening?" asks the second 
unidentified trader. 

The &st tndarexplains that afire under 
a core power line in California has threat- 
ened to disable it, forcing the state's IS0 to 
reduce the amount of power it can carry, 
squeezing supply and thereby driving up 
prices. 

Giddy with how much money they 
could make fmm a fire threateninga major 
power line, the two together again sing, 
"Bnm, baby, bum." 

importing with a Fat Boy on El Paso," 
responds Brian. 

On November 30.2000. Bob Badeer. a 
West Desk trader, called Kevin McGowan 
in Enron's Houston office; prices hov- 
ered near $143 a megawatt-hour. when 
typically the prices had been $25 to $40 
a megawatt-hour prior to May 22. By this 
time, customers, politicians and regulators 
were complaining loudly. 

"So the rumor's true?" McGowan asks. 
"They're fnckin' taldn' all themoney back 
from you guys? AU those [sic] money you 
guys stole 6nm those poor grandmothers 
in California?" 

Badeersays, "Yeah.gcaudmah.5Ke.man. 
But she's the one who couldn't figure out 
how to fnckin' vote on the butidly ballot" 

McGowan responds, "Yeah, now she 
wants her fnckin' money back for all the 
power you've charge right up-jammed 
right up her ass for fuckin' $250 a mega- 
watt-hour." 

On December 4, as prices skyrocketed 

'WHAT WE NEED Ta DO IS TQH€LP lrS THE MUSE 
OF, AH, DOWNFALL. OF C~LIFORNIA.' 

"That's a beautiful saying," says the first 
caller. 

Later he repeats, "Buy more. Buy more. 
Buy more." 

"Megawatts, megawatts, megawatts," 
responds the second caller. 

Two days later a caller identified as 
"Phil" asks West Desktrader Jeffrey Rich- 
ter about the inereash power squeeze in 
California. "Did the lights almost go out 
last week?" 

"Yeah. BPA [Bonneville Power Admin- 
istration] bailed 'em out. Thosebastards. I 
don't like 'em." Richter responds. 

The same day, West Desk trader John 
Fomey calls a trader to c o b  some deals, 
then he asks how things am going. Identi- 
fied only as Brian on the tape, the trader 
says, "Holden's [trader Holden Salisbury] 
over there scoopingmoney into buckets." 

"He is?" Fomey asks. 
"He's pretty huge today," Brian 

responds. 
Forney wants to know who is foolish 

enough to pay a broker to buy what could 
be purchased on the open market. 

"He's taken some of [Eugene Water & 
Electric's1 money and, urn, he's taken some 
in frrrm T r n n r A l t a  rind I'm rlnino enma 

to more than $1,400 per megawatt-hour, a 
West Desk trader named Paul called some 
onenamed Steve, believed by McCuIIough 
to be an employee at El Paso Elechic Go. 

Paul talked about moving more power 
frum the already strained market. "This is 
a-a freakshow. But this is where Califor- 
nia breaks," he says. 

"Yeah, it sure does, man," responds 
Steve. 

Paul adds, "Yeah. So, ah, what we need 
to do is to help in the cause of, ah, down- 
fall of California" He chuckles. 

ULTIWATELV, Robert McCullough believes 
Enron Corp's West Desk gouged Western 
states for $1.1 billion at the height of the 
2000-2001 energy crisis. A FERC staff 
report puts the improper profits at $1.8 
billion dating back to 1997. 

Despite the huge amount of revenue they 
generated for West Da4k andFmm, individ- 
ual traders appear to have made very little 
pexsonally fmm the gaming, observers ape. 
Most lived in modest homes and worked 
long hours, and the bonuses received by 
many in the upper ranks are being claimed 
by other Enron employees who were hurt 
in thm mn",n.nr.'r h m h x n t r r r  
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Eric Chrisie11sen says he saw an almost 
"religious fervor for deregulation" in the 
1990s. "The result was we created basi- 
cally a Wild West approach to electric- 
ity markets that turned out to be a huge 
failure." 

On December 2, 2001, Enron Corp, 
which once reported annual revenues 
of more than $150 billion, filed for bank- 
ruptcy. Many of the West Desk traders 
in Portland had scattered to other power 
companies or simply left. Some, like 
Timothy Belden, wentto workfor Zilrich- 
based UBS Warburg after it bought the 
Enmn trading operation. 

On February 4, 2002, Jefiey Richter 
pled guilty to conspiracy to commit wire 
fraud and lying to the FBI. Richter's Lo$ 
Angeles lawyer, Terry Bird, says his cli- 
ent "is doing everything he can to show 
his contrition and honestly help the gov- 
ernment" 

OnOctober 17,2002, Beldenpled guilty 
to conspiracy to commit wire fraud in a 
federal murt in SanFrancisco. He told the 
judge. "I was just trying to maximize the 
pmfit for Enron." 

In June 2003, FBI agents walked into 
a conference room at American Electric 
Power Co in Columbus. Ohio, where John 
Fomey worked as a trader after leaving 
Enron. Agents handcuffed Forney in 
front of startled company executives. In 
San Francisco he faced 11 counts of con- 
spiracy and wire fraud. In August 2004, 
he quietly pled guilty to a single count 
of conspiring to commit wire fraud and 
agreed to cooperate with prosecutors. 

Fomey, contacted this year at his home 
in Ohio, said he would like to tell his side 
of the story and suggested there is plenty 
more to say. But he declined to elaborate, 
pointing to his deal with the government. 
Of the traders who could be located. all 
either refused to comment or did not 
return telephone calls. 

PGE CEO Peggy Fowler concedes that 
her company could have done a better job 
of monitoring what was happening. 

"Peoplewere basically greedy I guess, 
and saw an opportunity to work the sys- 
tem," says Fowler. 'They thought their 
job was to make money, so they made 
money. I do think the trading that went 
on maybe isn't that much different from 
what goes on in Wall Street." 

PGE has insisted it was an unwitting 
victim of the Enron trading tactics, b1.t 

contmued on p q e  
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POWER PLAY 
continuedfiom page105 

ultimately agreed to pay a.5 million to 
settle claims by F'ERC, the City of Tacoma 
and the State of California. PGE acknowl- 
edged "posting mrs" but did not admit 
any illegal conduct. 

"Everybody learned that we should 
have beenmom aggressive and paid atten- 
tion," says Fowler. "That means that1 still 
believe that our folks didn't do anything 
illegal. We made the settlement to get on 
with our lives. 

"I also believe had we not been owned 
by Emun, we would not be under the scru- 
tiny that we were. It still amazes me that 
in the midst of this, as I watch Snohom- 
ish and Sierra IPaci6cl that are still going 
after the Enron traders, they still haven't 
listened to the tapes from BritishColumbia 
Hydro or PacifiCorp, or a Lot of other com- 
panies that were out there that did things. 
1 know for sure thatwhat we weed to pay 
FERC for, a lot of other companies ware 
engaged in." 

From Fowler's office, it's a short walk 
to Emon's now-defunct West Power Trad- 
ing Division in the World Trade Center's 
Building Three. 
The trading floor. long since dismantled, 

is a ghost town. Sun streams through cur- 
tainless windows that frame the empty 
room's enviable view across the Willa- 
mette River to Mount Hood. The raaks of 
desks have vanished. Gone are the ringing 
phones and blinking computer screens. 
Empty black metal ceiling brackets are 
a!.l that remains of a half-dozen Bat-panel 
TVs traders once used to monitor weather 
reports in order to gauge power demand- 
and follow the occasional baseball 
game. 

Now, where bawdy, fresh-from-college 
West Desk traders once boasted. cursed 
and laughed as they fleeced the West Coast 
power market, there is only silence. 

The room's air smells of dust. Tangled 
wires spill from a wastebasket left under 
a window. Metal-hooded electric sockets 
sprout from the floor at regular intervls, 
each trailing a few feet of empty conduit 
in a sea of blue-gray carpet. 

The m d h g  mom has become an embar- 
rassment, a burden, a cautionary totem. 

PGE. of course, would like to erase this 
link to asordid chapter of its corporate his- 
tory. Soon, though, the company will be 



rid of Enron. Under the terms of Enron's 
restructuring plan, the bankrupt com- 
pany either must sell off PGE, its largest 
single asset, or distribute reissued sham 
of PGE stwk to creditors. Initially, Enron 
had agreed to sell PGE to Texas Pacific 
Group, but that plan was scuttled on 
March 10,2005, whenthe ~gonF 'ub l i c  
Utility Commissiofl unanimously rejected 
Texas Pacific Group's $2.85 billion bid. 
On April 6, however. Enmn announced 
that it was abandoning its efforts to sell 
PGE, and would issue common stock to 
creditors. The move essentially severs 
Enron's ties to PGE, which would opefate 
as a separate, publicly traded business. 
"This helps create a certain future for 

PGE, making it a locally headquartered 
company liLe it was before Enron," says 
Peggy Fowler. 

Although relieved to be unshack- 
led from Enron. Fowler concedes that 
another NU-up in electricity prices is 
still possible, but not as a result of mar- 
ket manipulation. 

Prices could be driven skyward by a 
combination of factors: a really strong 
economic recovery that increased 
demand for power, or a drought that 
reduced generation capacity, she says. 

BODEIT YCCILLOIOH. however, is more 
skeptical. 

He points to price spikes in Texas in 
2003 and price fluctuations in Alberta, 
Canada, that raised eyebrows, although 
M wrongdoing was found. 

"Nothing here is obsolete," he warns, 
tapping at his keyboard. 

Hunkered in his basement bunker. 
McCullough prepares for this summer's 
trial before federal regulators examining 
the West Desk debacle. As he sifts elec- 
tronically through hie 12 million docu- 
ments, he notes that some in the ene'gy 
industry are lobbying to keep market data 
out of the public's hands. 

"The current r e h n  is 'national secu- 
rity,' but the goal remains the same," he 
says. "Enron insists that their records 
should remain secret on national security 
grounds on many occasions." 

McCullough disagrees. For some- 
thing like this to never happen again, he 
believes, the public needs to have open 
access to market information. 

"Democracy," as he puts it. "doesn't 
work well in the dark." a 


